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International Comparison of Culture Consumption Data: 
An Elementary Model 

Harry B.G. Ganzeboom 

Culture is one of the most unequally distributed goods in society. According to em-
pirical evidence from the Netherlands (Bakker, 1986; Ganzeboom, 1982, 1987, 1988), 

participation in culture, as measured by a general cultural consumption index (includ
ing visits to theater and concert, museum and cinema and reading of serious literature), 
correlates stl . ,ngly with all measures of social background, such as income, occupation
al status, edlJcation and the social status of the family. Yet, among the indicators of so
cial background, there is a clear and unambiguous order of importance in predicting cul
ture consumption. 

Summarizing the results of the studies in the Netherlands differences in education
al background explain much of the difference in culture consumption. Cultural audien
ces tend to have more formal education. 

The second determinant in order of importance is the set of characteristics of the 
parental family. Some studies (e.g. Bakker, 1986) have only included education of 
parents in their design and show this of moderate importance for the determination of 
culture consumption. However, other studies (Ganzeboom, 1982, 1988) have also in
cluded more direct measures of the cultural climate in the parental family as indicated 
by culture consumption of the parents and the stimulation of culture consumption they 
gave to the respondents in their early childhood (efr. Bamossey, 1983). Such direct 
measures of cultural socialization in the parental family turn out to be an important 
predictor of culture consumption nearly matching the effect of education of respondents. 
In addition, it has been shown that the extent of cultural socialization persons received 
in the parental family serves as a complete explanation of all effects of the parental fami
ly. If cultural socialization is controlled for, parents' status has no direct effect on cul
ture consumption. 

Occupational status as measured by its usual indicators does not matter very much 
for culture consumption as long as education and cultural socialization are taken into 
account. However, it can be shown (De Graaf, Ganzeboom & Kalmijn, 1985; Gan
zeboom, De Graaf & Kalmijn, 1987) that there are differences in culture consumption 
between occupational categories of the same status leve~ but with different amounts of 
"cultural" and "economic" capital (Bourdieu, 1984 [1979]). That is, culture consumption 
is more prevalent in occupational categories such as teachers, professors, artists and 
journalists as compared to more businesslike occupations (efr. Porter, 1967). 

Other determinants of culture consumption such as income, age, life cycle position 
and regional and other forms of geographical background have generally been shown to 
be much less importance than education and socialization in the parental family. There 
is often not very much difference in size of these effects, and they are frequently not sub
stantial in size. This is striking, since common sense reasoning and policy justification 
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assume that major differences exist between geographically and economically defm d 
groups. e 

These relationships between social background and cult . 
I refer to as an elementary model of determinants of culture :::~~:~~Ion are what 

Cross-National Differences in Culture Consumption Patterns 

It ~s my objec~ive, fIrst, to establish whether these relationships between culture con
sumptIon and SOCIal background, as observed in the Netherlands hold in other co t' 
as well. Second, I ~sh t~ fInd the extent to which country specifI~ circumstances (:~~~s 
them cultural ~ohcles) mfluence the relationship between social background and cul~ 
tU~tchonUsu~PtdIOSn. The present paper deals with data from the Netherlands Hungary 
an c mte tates. (1) , 

Cross-national differences in determination of culture consum tion de 
great number of conditions. The spatial distribution of the popula~on the ~:~!~n . a 

~:~~~~nm::~ ~~: Ji~~~~ry;. edu~atio~~I. curric~la, ~he position of cultur~ in the me:~ 
upon to ~dd t th rIl u lO.n 0 socIa mequahty (mcome, education) may all be called 

. 0 e exp ~natlOn. As a consequence, one needs a multivariate mod f 
~~~t~s:o d~aw conclusl~ns .about the sources of cross-national differences. Giv:n °a 

um er of countrIes m the analysis, one cannot expect any more than relimi 
nary resul~s on the sources of ~ross-national differences. Therefore, this paper aks nl
~t m~asunng the exte?t to whIch there are similarities in the ways that culture consu~ : 
lIon IS brou~t about ~n t~ree countries. Any theoretical considerations about differe~
ces among t e countrIes m the analysis necessarily remains preliminary. 

. . The number o~ countries examincd in this paper may not be large but the selection 
:~ a f?rtun~te o~ sl~ce they represent ~xtremely interesting cases for the analysis of cul-

re:~ I~os~~;~~r soc~~ti:s~ne !~~~~~~e~~~s :;;:atZe~r~~tre!~:~~nts in many respects cur-

SOCialIsm contrast~ ~th the traditional bourgeois forms of cUltu~~~?taiu~n~r~~~'::.:t t;h~ 
act~~~ ;tate ~f affall:s IS exactly the reverse. Culture in general and the traditional "bou 

r~~~sR~~: I~::.t~~:~~~~ ~el~~n;t re~ard in the East E~ropean socialist countri:~ 
ood h ." Ipms ) 0 OSI, 1984). But although the supply of culture 

~thersima;~:t:~7a:::~!~~ef~:~~:~u;:~~nged through the introduction of socialism, 

F~~t, socialist polic~es have taken fInancial support for the culture consumer with 
on~ ~ ItS concerns b~m~ that culture consumption is generall low riced und r 
SOCIalIsm. Second~ soclahst governments have made the active di~tributfon of cultu~e 
a~on~ ~he populatIon one of their prime concerns and have used educational and media 
c anne s to promote the consumption of culture What goes for the 't' f I 
in t~e. Eastern European countries in general is' all the more tr fj poS) Ion 0 cu ture 

:;~:::I~~~n~:~a~!~Wed a bourgeois period in which the artsU~aJ: ~~~!;;o:~f~~ 

coun~~:~~~oi~:i~~~~~:~ ~Iatel to Hungary alone. One circumstance to take into ac-
eve opment as compared to the other t t" h 

co~p~~is~n is at a low level. Another factor to take into account is t~~ ~::g:::; i:nv~~ 
;'~~~::n :~~~.ndT~:d~fo~~I~:tih!~d:~:t~;::~e t!~r~~:ate~ 20

d
Pe:cen

be
t of the 

Budapest and the rtf th g un arIes tween 
regional differenceei~ ~ult: country. FO.r this reaso~, one would expect a relatively large 

re consumptIOn pattern m Hungary. 
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The United States seems to be at the other extreme of many of the variables. The 
United States is economically highly developed, the cultural system is largely run by 
private foundations, and cultural information is much less conspicuous in everyday life 
(e.g. in television). American society seems to be less pervaded with culture than most 
European countries, Eastern or Western. Other features of the American cultural sys
tem are to be mentioned as well. The price level seems to be generally higher than in 
the other two countries, even when compared to the higher income of the American 
people. On the other hand, prices are still not insurmountable and there are exceptions 
to the rule. Books, for example, tend to be much more expensive in the United States 
than in the Netherlands. Too, the United States has a strong cultural capital (New York) 
but its position is not as important as that of Budapest in Hungary. Relatively fewer 
people live in New York than in Budapest and the United States is more urbanized than 
Hungary. As a consequence, one would expect that differences between regions and be
tween different levels of urbanization are smaller than in Hungary but that differences 
between income groups would be larger. 

Finally, the Netherlands takes an in between position. The conditions under which 
culture are produced and fInanced is more similar to conditions in Hungary than to con
ditions in the United States, with a large share of government initiative and funding in 
all cultural sectors. The subsidizing of culture is responsible for a rather low price level 
that may be even lower than the Hungarian one given the average income in the Nether
lands. As I see it, regional variation is rather small as compared to the other two 
countries and the short distances make it possible for a large part of the population to 
profIt from cultural goods elsewhere in the country. In addition, government cultural 
policies have been favorable for establishing an active cultural climate to a point where 
in some sectors supply surpasses demand. 

Apart from supplying cultural goods at a low price, one of the main concerns of cul
tural policy in the Netherlands has been the spatial distribution of culture (efr. Verhoeff, 
1988). Combined wi~h the small regional variation and the short distances in this small 
country, this should account for the small variation in cultural consumption between 
regions and urbanization levels whereas differences in culture consumption between 
socio-economic groups can be expected to fall between those in Hungary and in the 
United States. 

The Data Sets 

The data come from three sources. These three data sets have been selected be
cause all three have detailed measures of educational attainment of parents and respon
dents, several measures of cultural socialization in the parental family, detailed (four or 
three digit coded) information on occupational positions, several indicators of culture 
consumption, and, in addition, demographic variables such as household income, age 
and urbanization. Since these data sources were not assembled within a framework of 
cross national research, there is only a functio~al equivalence of concepts and measure
ments. Therefore, I will refrain from making any strict comparison of distributions and 
metric coeffIcients and restrict myself to comparison of standardized coeffIcients. 

The American data come from the "Survey of Public Participation in the Arts", 
gathered in 1982 by the U.S. Bureau of Census on behalf of the National Endowment 
of the Arts. This survey concerns a probability sample and is particularly addressed to 
sizes and distributions of cultural audiences. Although the total sample size is fairly large 
(N = 17,254), questions on cultural socialization have only been asked to a random sub-
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sample. of N = 1,770. Earlier analyses of these data are given in Robinson (1983) and 
HorOWitz (1986). 

The H~ngarian data come from the Kolosi Survey of Social Stratification held by 
the Hunganan Cen~ral Statistical Office in 1982. This is also a national, multi-stage ran

. dom. sample. Earl.ler analyses of parts of this large data set (N = 8,358) have been 
publtshed by Koiosl (1984), Robert (1984) and Wnuk-Lipinski & Kolosi (1984). 

The Netherl~ds' data are from a rather small (N = 349) area-sample survey con
ducted b~ myself m 1984-1985 that was restricted to the tOWll of Utrecht. Unfort~nate
!y, no.natlo~a1 s~ple with information on cultural socialization was available. Utrecht 
IS a middle sized city and a center of commercial industrial, educational d d . . l' c1"1' AI h gh" . ' ,an a mmtstra
~ve a IV! les. t. ou It IS always nsky to generalize a local sample like this to the na-
honall~vel,.there IS no reason to think that there are many biasing peculiarities involved. 
The mam difference ?,om a sample of ~he Dutch population at large lies in the complete 
absence of people w;tth farm occupations. Being a university city, people with higher 
levels of edu?ahOn Will be ov~r-represented. To enhance the comparability between the 
data sets, I WI!1 ma~e companso~s with sUbsamples of the Hungarian and American data 
that are restncted m the same kmd of tOWl1S in these countries. 

Ur';>an~zation is classified in five categories in the Hungarian data and in seven 
_ categones m the liS (and a constant in the Netherlands' data). This variable will also 
be used to ~Iect the urban sub-samples that are directly comparable with the data from 
U( trecht. I will then delete from the US data set units who come from metropolitan areas 

500.000) and from smaller tOWl1S and rural areas. In Hungary I will delete Budapest 
and the smaller tOWl1S and villages. ' 

Ag~ is the only variable in the analysis that is strictly comparable. The analysis will 
be restr~cted to su';>-samples aged 25-64 who have a occupational code. There are hard
ly any differences m age distributions across the samples. 

TI:e only indicator o~ parental status that the three surveys have in common is their 
~ducatlOn. The Hungarian data also have information on financial and occupational 

ackground and the Utrecht data have occupations as well. However, the American 
data lack both. F~rtunat~ly, ~etailed analysis of the Hungarian and the Utrecht data 
s~ow that parents educatIon IS the best predictor of cultural socialization and educ -
tlonal attamment. a 

All three data sets contain s~veral indicators of cultural socialization. Although they 
roughly refer to the same domams, there are differences in wordings and in the length 
o~ th~ mstruments. In all three countries these items show strong intercorrelations in
dICating that they measure a general cultural climate in that the respondent grew u~. 

All three sur:-eys contain one measure on educational attainment. For Hungary and 
the U.S. the particular scale is not strictly comparable with the educational measure £ 
the parents. or 

Occup~tions in the Unites States survey are coded in the three digit Classification 
o~ ~>ccupatI~S of the Census Bureau. Hungarian occupations are coded in the three 
dlgtt InternatIonal Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO' see Treima 1977) 
and the Netherlands data in CBS four digit codings that is very c1~ly related t:' ISCO 
As a first step the American and Netherlands' codes were converted into ISCO. . 

f To pr~uce tests of hypotheses on differences between cultural and economic status 
o;:cupatlons, I apply two scales that were devised in earlier tests of Bourdieu's theory 

Graaf, Ganzeboom & Kalmijn, 1985; Ganzeboom, De Graaf & Kalmijn, 1987). 
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These two scales make explicit the suggestions by Bourdieu (1984[1979]) on differences 
between occupations in cultural and economic domains. 

The income measure in all three surveys refers to household income. It has been 

used in the analysis in log-form . 
Culture consumption was ascertained via a considerable number of questions cover

ing all sorts of cultural areas. The information on the Netherlands is the most extensive 
with seven indices covering over fifty items, in Hungary with 11 items, and in the US data 
with eight items. Since the items differ between countries in the precise form3 of culture 
they refer to, I have refrained from comparing singular forms of culture consumption. 
The intercorrelation between the several forms of consumption within each of the 
countries is high (Cronbach's alpha over .65), that indicates that respondents can be 
scaled according to their general tendency to participate in culture consumption. 

Analysis 
Table 1 lists the correlations and regression equations between the indicators of so

cial background and the index of culture consumption. The column of zero-order cor
relations represents the observed differences in cultural consumption between social 
categories as defined by the background variables. The column of regression coefficients 
informs how much of this correlation is attributable to the background variable itself, 
after controlling for the influence of the other. Since the regression equations are stand
ardized, the coefficients can be compared to determine the relative weight. For the 
United States and Hungary, results are given both for the full sample and for the urban 
sample that is supposed to be more nearly comparable to the data from Utrecht. 

The regression equations in Table 1 are striking for their sintilarity. The conclusions 
that are valid for all three countries can best be summarized in order of the independent 

variables: 
a. The most important determinant of cultural participation in all three countries is 

formal EDUCATION although the CULTURAL SOCIALIZATION in the parental 
family is a good runner up in all of the cases and it surpasses the influence of education 

in the case of Utrecht tOWll. 
b. PARENT'S EDUCATION, that is on the zero order level only slightly less well 

correlated with culture consumption than respondent's oWll education, disappears in 
these regression equations in which cultural socialization in the parental family and 
respondent's education are partialed out. That is, the influence of parent's education is 
mostly indirect and is transmitted by socialization and respondent's education. 

c. Of striking contrast is the difference in effect between the CULTURAL STATUS 
and ECONOMIC STATUS of the respondent's occupation. It turns out that the effect 
of occupational status is entirely due to the dimension of cultural status. The differen
ces in culture consumption along the economic status axis are even slightly negative in 

some of the equations. 
d. The effect ofINCOME on culture consumption is statistically insignificant in the 

Netherlands and small (although significant) in the Hungarian case and in the United 
States. As compared to the other indicators of social background the influence of in-

come is slight. 
e. More or less the same is true for the effects of URBANIZATION that are es

timated for Hungary and the United States only. Although the differences between 
urban and rural areas in culture consumption are statistically significant in both 
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countries, they are unimportant as compared to the differences caused by the other vari
ables in the model (with the exception of income). 

These conclusions are valid for all three countries. However, there are some slight, 
but interesting, differences between the countries to be noted. 

f. Whereas in the United States and the Netherlands cultural socialization inter
mediates the influence of parents on culture consumption, this is much less true in Hun
gary where cultural socialization is less important but parent's education is more impor
tant than in the other two countries. The most obvious interpretation for this is techni
cal. The Hungarian measure refer less clearly to experiences in the parental home and 
respondents may have referred to experiences in education as well . 

g. Other differences between Hungary and the other two countries cannot.be ex
plained from artifacts and are striking facts about culture consumption in this country. 
Income differences and regional difference are in Hungary somewhat more important 
for culture consumption than in the other two countries. It is striking that in the three 
countries in the set where probably the distribution of culture among disadvantaged 
groups (defined in regional and financial terms) is most promoted, the strongest con
trasts remain. My explanation for this is that it is due to the lower economic develop
ment of Hungary as compared to the other two nations. If Hungary develops in the same 
extent as the United States and the Netherlands, these differences will tend to disap
pear. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This paper reports a comparative analysis of determinants of culture consumption 
in three countries, Hungary, the Netherlands and the United States. The results are 
more striking for their similarities than for their differences between countries. In all 
three countries, differences in culture consumption are primarily determined by (a) 
education (b) cultural socialization and (c) a high cultural status of the occupation (as 
opposed to a high economic status). Age, income and urbanization contribute much less 
to the explanation of variation in ulture consumption. 
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